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TOGETHER
WE CAN
DO MORE
Industrial Transformation
Research Programs (ITRPs)
represent an outstanding
opportunity to strategically
strengthen not only your own
business, but your entire industry
and our broader economy—
with a scale of impact no one
organisation could achieve alone.

Largely funded by the Australian Research
Council (ARC), with varying levels of
member contributions, ITRPs are designed
to deliver unique, transformative solutions
for significant national or global industrial
challenges. Collaborators from academia,
government bodies and the private sector
work together closely to conduct cuttingedge research and translate it into gamechanging, productivity-boosting processes,
products and services.

Our world-class researchers know
what ARC ITRP success demands
Here at the University of Adelaide, we’re
absolutely committed to partnering with
industry, and have proven success in a
number of ongoing ARC ITRPs.
As the case studies in these pages show,
we’re already helping to strengthen and
‘future-proof ’ many industries through these
partnerships, in areas from climate-resilient
crop production and ‘smart’ resources
management, to advanced-materials
applications and innovative wine production.
We’d be delighted to share the benefits of our
experience, and research expertise, with you.

ONE HUNDRED PER CENT OF
OUR RESEARCH IS RATED
WORLD-STANDARD OR ABOVE.
IN 41 DISTINCT FIELDS, IT’S
WELL ABOVE WORLD STANDARD*.
*Excellence in Research Australia, 2018.

REAP THE BUSINESS BENEFITS
Partnering with the University of Adelaide in an
ARC ITRP will enable you to:
• develop cutting-edge technologies and/or
manufacturing capabilities
• find innovative, multidisciplinary solutions to
your current, emerging and forecast challenges
• initiate and/or strengthen a long-term strategic
relationship with our University and other key
players in your industry, including end users
• access our state-of-the-art research laboratories,
equipment and related facilities
• build your own staff’s professional and research
capabilities, in line with your industry’s future
workforce needs
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• enhance your standing as an employer of choice.
Your involvement could also qualify you for the
Australian Government R&D Tax Incentive.
To check your eligibility, visit:
www.business.gov.au/Grants-and-Programs/
Research-and-Development-Tax-Incentive
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PROGRAM
DETAILS
By bringing together the expertise, capability,
skills, and high-tech facilities of research and
industry partners, ARC ITRPs drive growth,
productivity, and competitiveness in line
with Australian Industrial Transformation
Priorities (the Priorities).
Aligning with the Australian Government’s
national Industry Growth Centres, the
current priorities include:
• advanced manufacturing
• cyber security
• food and agribusiness
• medical technologies and pharmaceuticals
• mining equipment, technology and services
• oil, gas and energy resources.
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Two possible formats
ITRP applications are made to address
industrial transformation under one or more
of the Priorities through either a Research
Hub or a Training Centre.

ARC Industrial Transformation Research Hubs
Hubs operate for three to five years and
have strong support from national and/or
international investment, including from
collaborating industry and end-user partners.
Program outcomes generated by Hubs
lead to economic, commercial and social
transformation.

ARC Industrial Transformation
Training Centres
Training Centres help solve problems
holding back productivity and growth
by supporting and training emerging
researchers, both academic and
industry-based.
Operating for four to five years, they
typically fund researchers—up to 10 doctoral
researchers and three postdoctoral—to build
industry-relevant skills and drive applied
research outcomes with direct benefit to
industries vital to Australia’s future.

CASE STUDY: ARC RESEARCH HUB

Graphene Enabled Industry
Transformation
Lead Partner: University of Adelaide
Lead Investigator: Professor Dusan Losic
ARC funding: $2,697,455
Commenced: 2015
Advanced materials, particularly
graphene, are now considered promising
for maintaining competitive advantages
and driving global prosperity in
advanced, innovation-driven industries.
This Hub is leveraging substantial
existing and new investments to
overcome fundamental scientific barriers
and develop fit-for-purpose graphene
products with, and for, its partners.
The anticipated impacts are long-term
economic prosperity and growth.

ARC

FUNDING ALLOCATIONS
FOR RESEARCH HUBS
The ARC will contribute
$500,000 to $1 million per year.

FOR TRAINING CENTRES
The ARC will contribute
$650,000 to $1 million per year for
the first three years, and $150,000 to
$1 million in the fourth year. There’s
no minimum in the 5th year.

Funding uses
The ARC funding can be used for direct
program and training centre costs such as:

In both cases, there’s no upper limit on
Partners’ combined cash and in-kind
contributions.

• eligible personnel

For Training Centres

• student stipends

There are no minimum cash contribution
levels for Training Centre Partner
Organisations. However, Centre proposals
must demonstrate that their Partners’
combined cash and in-kind contributions
will adequately support the Centre’s
intended activities.

• access to research and infrastructure
facilities and technical workshop services
• field research
• expert services
• equipment and consumables
• publication, knowledge dissemination and
outreach
• specialised computer equipment and
software
• web hosting and development
• workshops
• essential travel costs.

Partner eligibility

Partner cash contributions

Most public, private, community,
government and not-for profit organisations
are eligible to be Partner Organisations,
but each ITRP must include at least one
Australian Partner Organisation. Overseas
organisations can also participate, so
long as it can be demonstrated that their
involvement will bring clear, transformational
benefits for Australian industry.

For Research Hubs
If one or more Hub Partner Organisations
has over 100 employees, the Partner
Organisations must collectively provide
a minimum cash contribution of 75% of
the funds being requested from the ARC.
However, if the largest Partner Organisation
has 100 employees or less, there is no
minimum cash contribution.

Additionally, Partners will normally be
expected to host one or more doctoral
students for a total of 12 months during the
Centre’s lifespan, to train them in industryrelevant research.

Partner in-kind contributions
Partner Organisations’ project-specific inkind contributions can include:
• researchers’ time
• access to facilities, equipment and
databases
• analytical and other services
• equipment
• materials and consumables
• patents and licences
• software
• travel.
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INDICATIVE ARC ITRP TIMELINE
DECEMBER

SUBMIT
APPLICATION

+ 6 MONTHS

PROPOSAL OUTCOME
NOTIFIED BY ARC

+ 3-12 MONTHS

IF PROPOSAL ACCEPTED,
PROJECT COMMENCES

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OWNERSHIP
IP arrangements in ARC ITRPs are negotiated on a project-by-project basis, taking into
consideration each party’s proposed research and contributions, and formalised in a
collaborative research agreement. Here at the University of Adelaide we have considerable
experience in this area, so rest assured we’ll work with you to ensure all parties benefit.

CASE STUDY: ARC RESEARCH HUB

CASE STUDY: ARC RESEARCH HUB

CASE STUDY: ARC TRAINING CENTRE

Genetic Diversity and
Molecular Breeding
for Wheat in a Hot
and Dry Climate

Australian
Copper-Uranium

Integrated Operations
for Complex Resources

Lead Partner: University of Adelaide

Lead Partner: University of Adelaide

Lead Investigator: Professor Nigel Cook

Lead Investigator: Professor Peter Dowd

ARC funding: $2,665,648

ARC funding: $3,703,664

Commenced: 2013

Commenced: 2019

This Hub aims to develop, test
and commercialise new, safe
and cost-effective methods to
separate radionuclides from
copper concentrates derived from
copper/uranium ores. It’s focusing
on harnessing the expertise and
facilities in key Australian resources
companies and universities to enable
Australia to position itself as a world
leader in copper production and
associated technology.

This Centre aims to increase value in
mining through clever applications
of lean processing and train the next
generation of scientists and engineers
in the use of advanced sensing and
data analytics. Sensor information
will be linked to the resource’s in-place
knowledge to enable data analytics.
Processing can then be tuned to the
resource’s exact attributes in real time.
Benefits will include increased certainty
on product quality, and maximised
throughput and recovery. Outcomes
will include new tools to rapidly model
geological and geometallurgical
uncertainty, enhance interpretation,
and track the resource to product.

Lead Partner: University of Adelaide
Lead Investigator:
Associate Professor Stuart Roy
ARC funding: $4,541,208
Commenced: 2013
This Hub, in partnership with wheat
breeding companies, aims to deliver
advanced technologies, germplasm
and information to produce new
stress-tolerant varieties. Genetic
diversity and novel traits are being
introduced from exotic germplasm;
high-throughput field-phenotyping
tools are being developed to
help identify superior lines. The
anticipated outcome is varieties
with increased heat and drought
tolerance and no loss of protein.
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LET’S TALK
If you’re interested in establishing an ARC ITRP in
partnership with the University of Adelaide, or even with
other parties, we’d be delighted to explore any and all
opportunities—and help you take the next steps.
To apply for an ARC ITRP

To partner with us in other ways

To commercialise our research

Our Research Services team can provide
a wide range of resources and support for
your ARC ITRP Hub or Centre proposal.
This includes advice regarding: grant
guidelines; Partner Organisation eligibility
and contributions; project suitability
for the ITRP scheme; strategies for
application competitiveness; and contractual
requirements. They can also formally review
your application.

Contact our Innovation and Commercial
Partnerships (ICP) team. ICP facilitates
engagement between our research
community and industry or government.
They can provide advice on pursuing
contract research, consulting and tender
opportunities, as well as additional options
for research industry engagement.

Our ICP team also oversees all
commercialisation of the University’s
intellectual property, including
patenting, licensing and the formation
of spin-out companies.

Email:
Phone:

seapgrants@adelaide.edu.au
08 8313 6926

CASE STUDY: ARC TRAINING CENTRE

Innovative Wine Production
Lead Partner: University of Adelaide
Lead Investigator:
Professor Vladimir Jiranek
ARC Funding: $4,550,712
Commenced: 2017
Australia’s grape and wine industry
is worth billions, yet in some areas
profitability remains low. The reasons for
this include extreme weather events, soil
salinity and diseases, inefficient practices,
a low level of technological innovation
and high input costs. To address these
issues, this Centre’s developing new
technologies and process efficiencies
to reduce environmental impact, lower
production costs, and increase profits
and employment. Ultimately, we will
boost Australia’s competitiveness as
a supplier of sustainably produced,
premium-branded wine to the world.

Email:	businessdevelopment

@adelaide.edu.au
+61 8 8313 5020
Website:	adelaide.edu.au/icp

Email:	commercialisation

@adelaide.edu.au
+61 8 8313 3480
Website:	adelaide.edu.au/icp
Phone:

Phone:

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Australian Research Council
arc.gov.au/grants/linkage-program/industrialtransformation-research-program

ARC Industrial Transformation Research
Program Grant Guidelines
Research Hubs

www.arc.gov.au/grants/linkage-program/
industrial-transformation-research-program/
industrial-transformation-research-hubs
Training Centres

www.arc.gov.au/grants/linkage-program/
industrial-transformation-research-program/
industrial-transformation-training-centres

Industry Growth Centres
arc.gov.au/grants/linkage-program/industrialtransformation-research-program/industrygrowth-centres-initiative

Australian Government R&D Tax Incentive
business.gov.au/Grants-and-Programs/Researchand-Development-Tax-Incentive
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FOR FURTHER ENQUIRIES
The University of Adelaide SA 5005 Australia
ENQUIRIES adelaide.edu.au/research-services
TELEPHONE +61 8 8313 5137
FREE-CALL 1800 061 459
adelaide.edu.au
facebook.com/uniofadelaide
twitter.com/uniofadelaide
snapchat.com/add/uniofadelaide
instagram.com/uniofadelaide
UniAdelaide_China
weibo.com/uniadelaide
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DISCLAIMER

The information in this publication is current
as at the date of printing and is subject to change. You can
find updated information on our website at adelaide.edu.au
or contact us on 1800 061 459. The University of Adelaide
assumes no responsibility for the accuracy of information
provided by third parties.

